
ULTRACOMPACT 

SURFACES

New Kitchen & Bathroom Surfaces

LARGE FORMAT SLABS - XXL

MAXIMUM RESISTANCE TO SCRATCHING AND STAINS

MAXIMUM RESISTANCE TO FIRE AND HEAT

RESISTANCE TO ABRASION 

VIRTUALLY ZERO WATER ABSORPTION

FIREPROOF MATERIAL

 SUITABLE FOR OUTDOOR USE - UV RESISTANT



We have listened and we have responded to the 

latest trends in design with our idea of a nearer 

future: a well-adjusted space, full of calming 

shades, perfectly integrated into any environment.

The 2015 Spring series combines all the 

properties that make Dekton a unique product: 

the ultracompaction inspired by a natural stone 

process, its non-existent porosity, its thinness large 

formats and durability that make Dekton resist 

everything. Also, it offers material versatility that 

wil adapt perfectly to any environment; horizontal 

or vertical, interior or exterior, bathroom, kitchen 

or garden.

Seven new calming and subtle choices to increase 

our catalogue of ideas, where Dekton is able to 

provide any solution.

COSENTINO INCREASES THE DEKTON RANGE WITH A  
NEW SERIES OF 7 ELEGANT AND TRANQUIL COLOURS  

ALL EVOKING A FEELING OF BEAUTIFUL CALM.

 MAKAI TECH Collection /  GALEMA SOLID Collection

GALEMA

KORUS

VENTUS

MAKAI

KEON

BOREA

KELYA

 KEON TECH Collection /  VENTUS SOLID Collection
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IT  RESISTS  
EVERYTHING

Extremely resistant to scratching, virtually zero 

porosity and highly resistant to aggressive chemical 

products.

RELENTLESS  
IN HEAT

Extreme  resistance to high temperatures, 

cookware fresh off the hotplate and UV rays.

 

UNLIMITED 
INSPIRATION 

Design your modern kitchen with eye-catching 

colours and unique textures. Large format for new 

compositional solutions. 

A WORKTOP  
TO BE ENJOYED

Easy maintenance, no traces of fingerprints or 

marks and maximum durability. Your Dekton 

worktop is guaranteed for 10 years.

LARGE FORMAT 
INFINITE POSSIBILITIES

Thanks to the size (up to 3200 x 1440 mm) and 

the lightness of Dekton (from 8 mm thick), the 

design possibilities for your kitchen, bathroom, 

façade, walls or high transit floors are growing 

exponentially.
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DEKTON ULTRACOMPACT SURFACE



PST  
PARTICLE  
SINTERING 
TECHNOLOGY

PST is a process that sinters mineral particles so 

that they link up and change

their internal structure.

PST technology completely synthesises 

innovative procedures from the most advanced 

technology industries. This evolution represents 

a technological and industrial leap capable of 

generating a new process, a revolutionary material 

and a leading product.

Dekton uses the exclusive PST technology, a 

technological process that uses an accelerated 

version of the metamorphic changes that natural 

stone undergoes from exposure to high pressure 

and high temperatures for thousands of years.

The electron microscopy can appreciate the 

reduced porosity of the material, due to the 

sintering process and exclusive ultra-compaction 

of Dekton.  It is virtually zero porosity and the non-

existence of the microflaws that cause tension and 

weaknesses set Dekton apart from other materials.

WHAT IS  DEKTON?

Dekton emulates in a few hours what takes nature thousands of years, 

through an exclusive technological process.

 KERANIUM - TECH Collection

Dekton® is a sophisticated mixture 
of raw materials used to make glass, 
latest-generation porcelain tiles and 
quartz surfaces.
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ULTRASIZE

ULTRATHICKNESS

Thanks to the size  and the lightness of Dekton (3200 x 1440 mm), the design possibilities for 

your kitchen, bathroom, façade, walls or high transit floors are growing exponentially.

Dekton slabs come in different thicknesses so that you choose the most appropriate option depending on the 

application, design or desired effect, from 0.8 cm to 2 cm.

8 mm

12 mm

20 mm

 SIRIUS  - SOLID Collection

 KERANIUM  - TECH Collection



SCRATCH-RESISTANT
Dekton is a surface that is virtually impossible to scratch. Household utensils and other sharp objects do not scratch 

the material. However, we recommend the use of cutting boards to prevent blunting any household utensils.

STAIN-RESISTANT

Because of its virtually zero porosity, the new 

surface Dekton is highly resistant to everyday 

domestic stains and chemical agents. Even the 

most stubborn stains such as wine, coffee, ink and 

rust can be easily cleaned.

Splashes and drops of everyday cleaning products 

such as bleach or degreasing oven cleaners do not 

cause any harm to the material.
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MAXIMUM RESISTANCE

TO FIRE AND HEAT

Dekton has very good resistance to high 

temperatures without affecting its aesthetics or its 

properties. Hot utensils, appliances, pots and pans 

can be placed directly on the surface without any 

danger or harm.
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COLOUR 

STABILITY

The Dekton manufacturing process allows us to control 

the pigmentation and aesthetics of the material, giving it a 

better colour consistency in all slabs. 

The result is a product that does not fade over time. Once 

fitted, the surface will maintain its appearance throughout 

the life of the product.



KITCHEN 
WORKTOPS

DEKTON is a long-term product for those looking 

to turn their kitchen into a unique space.  It allows 

greater potential for installation in one piece with 

no cuts, no joints and no limits. It has the appeal of 

a completely uniform surface, which fits seamlessly 

into very different design styles.

DEKTON combines the qualities expected by the 

chef in all of us.  It is a clean surface that is nice 

to touch and resistant to all the daily grind that 

takes place in a kitchen over years of use. It is 

an ultra-sophisticated material for busy everyday 

life, capable of creating spaces that make the day 

to day preparation of food a pleasant experience 

that precedes the pleasure of sharing a meal with 

friends or family.

It represents beauty and solidity with easy, fuss-

free cleaning. The structural density of DEKTON 

is a breakthrough in engineering, but what really 

matters is that you do not have to worry about 

scratches, stains or traces of heat. A simple wipe 

with a cloth is all it takes, because the kitchen 

should be enjoyed with no restrictions, this is the 

DEKTON way of thinking.

AURA - NATURAL Collection



 VENTUS - SOLID Collection

 KERANIUM  - TECH Collection



ZENITH_/_SOLID Collection m

ARIANE_/_SOLID Collection l MAKAI_/_WILD Collection l KAIROS_/_Natural Collection m

AURA_/_NATURAL Collection m DANAE_/_NATURAL Collection m EDORA_/_NATURAL Collection l

IROK_/_NATURAL Collection m SIROCCO_/_NATURAL Collection m STRATO_/_TECH Collection m

l ULTRATEXTURE /  m ULTRAMATT

DEKTON  
COLLECTION



KEON_/_TECH Collection m VEGHA_/_NATURAL Collection m VENTUS_/_SOLID Collection m

KORUS_/_SOLID Collection m GALEMA_/_SOLID Collection m KADUM_/_TECH Collection m

KERANIUM_/_TECH Collection m SIRIUS_/_SOLID Collection l ANANKE_/_SOLID Collection l

BOREA_/_WILD Collection l KELYA_/_NATURAL Collection m DOMOOS_/_SOLID Collection m



 ZENITH - SOLID Collection    KADUM - TECH Collection

Bathroom 
worktops

Bathroom  
Walls

Outdoor 
worktops

Bathroom and 
Pool Floor 
Coverings

StairsExterior
Walls

Outdoor Terrace 
Floor Coverings

Kitchen 
worktops

Indoor  
Walls

Indoor 
Floors

DEKTON is a unique and leading product that is evident in all fields, in all spaces, 

indoors and outdoors and all scales.  Endless possibilities so that the design flows.

HIGHLY 
UV-RESISTANT
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DEKTON APPLICATIONS

B C D H I J E F G A



Cook with the sky as a roof

Cooking is definitely a pleasurable experience and 

doing it outdoors usually results in a small social 

event, such as everyday celebrations that we can 

enjoy in company around a grill.  DEKTON, due to its 

ultra-compact structure, is particularly suitable for 

installations for outdoor kitchens and barbecues. 

DEKTON provides strength and style to these 

spaces, it gives them an undeniable personality 

and unlimited practicality.  Stains, bumps, utensils 

and high temperatures... DEKTON will resist the 

demanding use over time while maintaining its 

unchanging beauty.

It is not affected by ice, sun, sleet, or wind either.  

When bad weather arrives, DEKTON simply needs 

an effortless, fuss-free clean with a cloth.

OUTDOOR KITCHEN 
COVERING

 KADUM - TECH Collection

D



 KERANIUM - TECH Collection

KITCHEN 

WORKTOPS



 MAKAI - WILD Collection

 GALEMA - SOLID Collection

KITCHEN 

WALL COVERINGS

BATHROOM  

WALL COVERINGS



The bathroom is the space in the home where 

hygiene and harmony need to express themselves 

in the best possible way.  A space for personal 

hygiene and care, which helps us experience 

pleasant and relaxing moments, where sensations 

are literally at our finger-tips.

DEKTON, thanks to its virtually zero porosity, 

is completely waterproof for liquids. Water 

glides smoothly over the surface without ever 

penetrating.  This, along with unchanging beauty, 

results in extremely easy cleaning. 

Their textures and colours are an endless source of 

inspiration for the design of water-related areas, 

we’re talking about DEKTON, its possibilities are 

endless.

BATHROOM WALL CLADDING 
AND WORKTOPS



 DANAE - NATURAL Collection &  KADUM - TECH Collection



DEKTON WARRANTY
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Dekton is the only brand that offers a certified 

warranty in writing. Only a global leader, due to 

the company’s position as the largest producer of 

quartz surfaces could once again draw ahead of the 

pack and offer a real 10-year warranty for Dekton.

Dekton presents its new 10-year warranty. A 

guarantee to give consumers more confidence. 

Once again Dekton proceeds to innovate. The 

guarantee of the leader. 

Warranty terms and conditions

10-year Warranty for Dekton products installed by a 

workshop or stone mason:

1. For the warranty to take effect, the user must 

produce proof of purchase.

2. The warranty does not cover defects deriving 

from manufacturing or installing the product, as 

such operations are not performed by Cosentino.

CERTIFICATES
Greenguard

     

Certification that substantiates the low emissions of 

chemical compounds.

NSF

Certification that substantiates that the product is 

safe for the health in hygienic terms.

ETE

Dekton® by Cosentino is being assessed by the  

ITeC (Instituto de Tecnología de la Construcción de 

Cataluña) as a product for ventilated façades.

ISO 14001

Accredits the efficiency in the use of water systems 

and the control of environmental risks.

Dekton® is internationally certified 

to ensure maximum safety and 

protection.

**

*



 KERANIUM - TECH Collection
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A Grand Slam tournament is won a¦er thousands of shots. 

It puts competitors and oneself to the ultimate test.

It is also our way to put DEKTON to the test. 

By subjecting it to an unlimited effort,

 by challenging its uses, technology and unlimited design. 

Create anything you could ever want with DEKTON. 

 DEKTON IS UNLIMITED. 

WWW.DEKTON.COM



COSENTINO HEADQUARTERS

Ctra. Baza a Huércal - Overa, km 59 / 04850 - Cantoria - Almería (Spain)

Ph.: +34 950 444 175 / Fax: +34 950 444 226 / info@cosentino.com

www.cosentino.com / www.dekton.com

* See specific warranty conditions.

** Obtain information on colours with NSF certification through www.nsf.org
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BY MOVISTAR

ACADEMY
RAFA NADAL
COSENTINO PATROCINADOR OFICIAL

Rafa Nadal

Cosentino Brand Ambassador


